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The Surprising Benefits of Hysteresis in Unlimited
Sampling: Theory, Algorithms and Experiments
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Abstract

The Unlimited Sensing Framework (USF) was recently introduced to overcome the sensor saturation bottleneck in conventional
digital acquisition systems. At its core, the USF allows for high-dynamic-range (HDR) signal reconstruction by converting
a continuous-time signal into folded, low-dynamic-range (LDR), modulo samples. HDR reconstruction is then carried out by
algorithmic unfolding of the folded samples. In hardware, however, implementing an ideal modulo folding requires careful
calibration, analog design and high precision. At the interface of theory and practice, this paper explores a computational sampling
strategy that relaxes strict hardware requirements by compensating them via a novel, mathematically guaranteed recovery method.
Our starting point is a generalized model for USF. The generalization relies on two new parameters modeling hysteresis and
folding transients in addition to the modulo threshold. Hysteresis accounts for the mismatch between the reset threshold and the
amplitude displacement at the folding time and we refer to a continuous transition period in the implementation of a reset as folding

transient. Both these effects are motivated by our hardware experiments and also occur in previous, domain-specific applications.
We show that the effect of hysteresis is beneficial for the USF and we leverage it to derive the first recovery guarantees in the
context of our generalized USF model. Additionally, we show how the proposed recovery can be directly generalized for the case
of lower sampling rates. Our theoretical work is corroborated by hardware experiments that are based on a hysteresis enabled,
modulo ADC testbed comprising off-the-shelf electronic components. Thus, by capitalizing on a collaboration between hardware
and algorithms, our paper enables an end-to-end pipeline for HDR sampling allowing more flexible hardware implementations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The well-known Shannon sampling theory, governing the current analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), shows how a signal of

any bandwidth can be acquired by sampling it uniformly at a sufficiently high rate. If the sampling criterion is not satisfied, the

input is distorted by a phenomenon known as aliasing. At the same time, ADCs have a limited dynamic range, beyond which

the circuit exhibits distortions leading to saturated samples. Since the ADCs are at front end of data acquisition systems, signal

saturation or clipping poses a fundamental bottleneck in the sampling pipeline. To overcome this barrier, recently, the Unlimited

Sensing Framework (USF) was conceptualized [1]–[3]. This alternative procedure based on a modulo architecture allows for

recovery of signals with amplitudes beyond the dynamic range. A modulo-ADC based hardware was recently reported in [4]

and experiments based on this hardware indeed validated the practical capability of the USF approach.

A. Overview of the Unlimited Sensing Framework

The USF enables the co-design of hardware and algorithms for high-dynamic-range (HDR) signal recovery. This is done via

an encoding which is consistent with ‘folding’, known as modulo folding that resets the output z (t) in the analog domain every

time it crosses one of the thresholds ±λ, thus ensuring that z (t) ∈ [−λ, λ]. Subsequently the output is sampled uniformly

with period T .

To this end, the Unlimited Sampling Theorem and its variants for different signal classes [5]–[7], were the first recovery

guarantees akin to Shannon’s sampling theorem adapted to modulo samples. The key takeaway is that different signal classes

can be recovered from modulo samples without requiring any side-information such as residuals, or knowledge of a finite

set of samples unaffected by the modulo non-linearity. Among the previous approaches an attempt is made in [8] for modest

folding using a variant of Itoh’s method. In particular, this is in stark contrast to self-reset ADC based CMOS imagers [9],

where the authors proceed by separating the input into folded data and the residual signal (typically referred to as the reset

count), but require that both of them are being recorded in order to allow for reconstruction.

A central result in USF is that an input signal g (t) of arbitrary amplitude, bandlimited to Ω rad/s, can be recovered from

modulo measurements z (kT ) if T < 1/(2Ωe). In the noisy scenario the recovery is still possible but the amplitude of g (t) is

restricted [3]. The original recovery approach, which we will refer to as Unlimited Sampling Algorithm (USAlg), convolves

the data with a finite difference filter, and assumes that the modulo folding duration is 0. In this way, the input can be written

as g (t) = z (t) + εg (t), where εg (t) is a residual function spanning a discrete set of values εg (t) ∈ 2λZ. Given that the finite

differences of the filter lie on a uniform grid, USAlg annihilates the effect of εg (t) via an additional modulo operation. For a

hardware validation of USAlg, we refer to [4].

B. The Need for a Generalized Model for Modulo Sampling

In this paper, we advocate a generalized model for a modulo sampling architecture. The generalization arises by introducing

two new degrees-of-freedom in addition to the modulo threshold (λ), namely, hysteresis (h) and folding transient (α). While

the mathematical model will be made explicit in the sequel, here we clarify the role of these model parameters and the

underlying motivation.

Electronic hardware is typically designed to a technical specification. The more stringent the design constraints, the more

expensive is the resulting hardware. This is because the electronic hardware is the front-end of all acquisition systems and

any loss of information during data acquisition would compromise the algorithmic capability. Our work is guided by the

computational sensing philosophy where the core idea is to compensate imprecise hardware by sophisticated algorithms that

can account for the model mismatch in cost-effective hardware implementations. In the context of our work on unlimited

sampling, this is achieved by allowing for non-negligible hysteresis and folding transients and incorporating them in a refined

model. Our approach is motivated by phenomenological observations both in our hardware implementation and in certain

related works. In the following we explain those concepts in detail, and then discuss the phenomenological observations.
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Figure 1. Oscilloscope screenshot of modulo samples (red) generated by our hardware prototype with threshold λ showing the effect of hysteresis quantified
by parameter h, which we will exploit in this paper. A live YouTube demonstration with a different values of h is available at https://youtu.be/R4rji5jOjD8.

(a) Hysteresis in Magnetism. (b) Hysteresis in Schmitt-Trigger.

(c) Hysteresis in the Generalized Modulo Encoder proposed in this paper.

Figure 2. Plots of the hysteresis transfer functions observed in a range of applications. (a) The hysteresis curve in magnetism. (b) A Schmitt trigger exhibiting
hysteresis. (c) Hysteresis in the context of our generalized model for modulo sampling.

• Hysteresis. For approaches in [1], [3] to work, one needs to ensure that the reset is hardwired so that folding kicks-in at

±λ and shifts the signal to the opposite threshold ∓λ. For this to be accurately implemented in hardware, one requires

precise calibration and prudent choice of components. If the reset threshold and post-reset value are not perfectly aligned,

the measurements will no longer follow an exact modulo model. As we will argue, the model mismatch endows the

encoder with memory, where the output at a given time depends on the history of the input. We will call this memory

effect hysteresis1 and quantify it by a parameter h (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The algorithms presented in this paper adapt

to this effect, and hence allow to relax the calibration step giving rise to more flexible hardware design options.

• Folding Transients. When implementing modulo non-linearity using electronic components such as comparators, physical

non-idealities due to slew-rate play a role; the implication is that exact transitions can not be realized, resulting in a non-

negligible transition slope. Minimizing the slope duration requires strict design specifications. The implementation cost

can be reduced by allowing for a longer folding transient. To put this idea in perspective, we draw an analogy to the

notion of transition bandwidth of a filter or the maximal slew rate of an electronic component. The smaller the transition

1The name is inspired from the duality with the hysteresis phenomenon in ADC conversion, see below for more details.

https://youtu.be/R4rji5jOjD8
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bandwidth, or the higher the slew rate, the closer one can get to the ideal model, but the costlier the implementation. Very

much analogously, we observed during the evolution of our hardware and experiments, that there is a trade-off between the

demanding circuit design necessary to approximate ideal folds and the model mismatch resulting from folding transients

in a simpler circuit design. This motivated us to investigate recovery approaches where transients are not just considered

as artefacts, but rather incorporated into the model for high performance even for low-complexity implementations.

• Hysteresis and Folding Transients in other Works. In a broader context, specific instances of our generalised model

match the observations in a number of other works in different fields. In particular, hardware implementations for both

ECG recordings [8] and neural recordings [10] fold the amplitude back to zero when reaching a certain threshold, which

directly corresponds to a hysteresis parameter of h = λ in our model. At the same time, both implementations also give

rise to folding transients. These are, however, not exploited in a refined model, but treated as artefacts (for example,

[10] takes a heuristic route of identifying them and removing the corresponding samples from the data set). Hysteresis

is a well-known non-ideality in ADC design [11], [12], particularly acting on the quantization process, which was then

exploited in circuits such as the Schmitt trigger, where it is voluntarily added for stabilization purposes. Given that the

modulo ADC output can be interpreted as quantization noise [7], it is affected by a hysteresis phenomenon that is inverse to

the hysteresis observed in the quantized signal. That is why hysteresis and folding transients do not represent a significant

problem in the case of the self-reset ADCs, because in this case both residuals and the "folded" signal are acquired [3]

and the deviations from the ideal model, present in both the residual and folded signal, get canceled out when added

together. For example the work in [13] uses hysteresis to stabilize the folding mechanism, but it assumes that the residual

is known. Generally, by storing the full dynamic range of the residual, self-reset ADCs do not employ full dynamic range

recovery.

C. Contributions

In this paper, we formulate and investigate a generalized model for modulo sampling as motivated in the previous subsection.

Beyond theoretical developments, we use our customized hardware as a testbed for experimental validation, thus demonstrating

that our findings are key for a practical realization of a flexible, end-to-end modulo sensing pipeline. More concretely, we

• precisely formulate an acquisition model accounting for hysteresis and folding transients.

• design a reconstruction algorithm adapted to this generalized sampling model.

• rigorously derive recovery guarantees for this algorithm under the refined model, including robustness guarantees.

• validate the algorithmic performance numerically.

• experimentally demonstrate that our method accurately recovers signals for a variety of hysteresis parameters via a modulo

hardware testbed based on off-the-shelf components that can implement variable hysteresis.

D. Related Work

The conceptualization of the USF triggered a number of follow-up studies. A wider class of measurement scenarios were

covered including computed tomography [14], [15], sensor array processing [16], [17], and event-driven sampling [18]. For

bandlimited signals, which are the main focus in our work, the folded measurements are proven to be injective: a bandlimited

function is mapped one-to-one to its modulo samples for sampling rates just above the critical Nyquist rate [19], [20]. The USF

methodology was extended to specific classes of inputs, such as sparse signals or sinusoidal mixtures [5], [6]. Reconstruction

in the context of compressed sensing from modulo measurements was studied in [21]; identifiability results were presented

recently in [22]. Sparse recovery from modulo samples limited to two modulo folds was discussed in [23]. Further on,

Unlimited Sampling was extended to one-bit uniform samples [24]. The USF reconstruction was demonstrated theoretically

and numerically for samples corrupted by bounded noise [3], and also for imaging data [7]. A different approach performs
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Figure 3. The positioning of the proposed model and recovery approach among related methods.

denoising directly on modulo data prior to recovery [25], [26]. The phase unwrapping problem can recover modulo folded data,

but it represents a simplified case of USF recovery [27]–[29]. A Fourier domain approach for recovering modulo data with

arbitrarily close folding times was recently introduced in [4]. The new approach allows for recovery when the modulo threshold

is unknown. However, the associated recovery guarantees assume input periodicity and that the number of folds is known a

priori. Therefore the work in [4] is complementary to the one in current manuscript. In Fig. 3, we show the positioning of the

proposed method among related works.

Thresholding is a well-known approach for solving inverse problems [30]–[32]. Its practical utility in USF was shown by

filtering the data with a kernel such as a B-spline [24] or a wavelet [33]. However, given that the folding times of the modulo

encoder can get arbitrarily close for any input, no work so far has been able to provide guarantees in this context (see Section

II-A).

E. Notation

We use Z and R to denote the set of integers and real numbers, respectively, and N to denote the set of positive integers.

Continuous functions are denoted as f (t) and discrete sequences as f [k]. The Hilbert space of square-integrable functions

is denoted as L2 (R), and the corresponding sequence space in discrete time is `2. The norm in any space H is denoted as

‖f‖H . For invertible continuous functions f (t), the inverse is denoted as f−1 s.t. f−1 (f (t)) = t. The derivative of order N is

denoted as f (N) (t) and, for sequences, the finite difference of order N is ∆Nf [k], which is computed by applying recursively

∆N+1f [k] = ∆Nf [k + 1]−∆Nf [k], where ∆0f = f . A right-inverse operation of ∆1 is the cumulative summation S defined

as Sf [k] =
∑k
i=−∞ f [i]. In this paper, we will only apply this operation to finitely supported sequences, so summability is

not an issue. The space of square integrable functions bandlimited to Ω is the Paley-Wiener space denoted PWΩ. The indicator

function 1S [k] is 1 for k ∈ S and 0 otherwise. The floor and ceiling functions are b·c and d·e, respectively, and [[x]] = x−bxc
denotes the fractional part of x. The set [a1, a2] consists of all real numbers between a1 and a2 including a1, a2. Similarly,

(a1, a2) is the set [a1, a2] excluding values a1 and a2. Furthermore, let supp (f) denote the support of sequence f [k], let

|S| denote the cardinality of a set S, and let ∅ denote the empty set. Whenever possible we use the same notation for a

ground truth quantity and the corresponding reconstruction, with a tilde ∼ added to the latter, e.g., f̃ denotes the reconstruction

corresponding to a function or sequence f . By f∞ we denote the absolute sequence norm ‖f‖`∞ or the absolute function

norm ‖f‖L∞ , respectively. Let MSE (f1, f2) denote the mean square error between finite sequences f1 [k] , f2 [k] of length Nf
defined as,

MSE (f1, f2) =
1

Nf

Nf∑
k=1

(f1 [k]− f2 [k])
2
.
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F. Organization of the Paper

The proposed modulo encoder and associated reconstruction framework are given in Section II. Section IV presents numerical

results with synthetic data as well as experimental data based on our modulo sampling hardware prototype. The proofs to our

main results are in Section V. We conclude with a discussion in Section VI.

II. MODULO WITH HYSTERESIS AND TRANSIENTS

Here we start by discussing the ideal modulo encoder and its shortcomings in Section II-A. Section II-B then precisely

formulates our new model that incorporates two additional degrees of freedom to quantify hysteresis and folding transients,

motivated in Section I-B. We discuss the limitations of using USAlg for this model in Section II-C. In Section II-D, we present

our new recovery method with finite difference filters.

A. The Ideal Modulo Encoder

For an input function g (t), the ideal modulo encoder with threshold λ is denoted by Mλ, and defined as [1], [5]

Mλ (g (t)) = 2λ

([[
g (t)

2λ
+

1

2

]]
− 1

2

)
. (1)

The input is typically assumed to be bandlimited g ∈ PWΩ. In the noiseless scenario the USF guarantees that the input of

the ideal modulo encoder can be recovered from the output samples provided that the sampling period satisfies T < 1
2Ωe .

Furthermore, recovery guarantees have also been provided in the case of data corrupted by bounded noise [3]. The USF

approach relies on the observation that εg (t) , g (t) −Mλ (g (t)) ∈ 2λ · Z, where εg (t) is known as the residual function.

In other words, for the ideal modulo encoder the values of εg (t) lie on an equally spaced grid with step 2λ. However, this is

not true for non-ideal modulo encoders exhibiting phenomena such as folding transients, leading to reconstruction distortions.

A different reconstruction approach for the ideal modulo encoder consists of filtering the modulo output with a high-pass

kernel and thresholding the filtered signal to detect the folding times. The filtering operation cancels out the bandlimited input

and results in high amplitude pulses centered in the folding times [24]. Given that the pulses have a non-zero support size,

this approach introduces the challenge of ensuring a minimal separation between folding times. However, for the ideal modulo

encoder the input bandwidth Ω cannot be used directly to infer a minimal separation. For example, g (t) may have a local

minimum right below the threshold λ, which can render two arbitrarily close folding times (Fig. 4).

The work in [33] uses Lasso to detect the folding times, which is closely linked to thresholding, but does not introduce

theoretical guarantees. In [24] the authors denoted the shortest interval in which a bandlimited function can cross a threshold

twice as superoscillation parameter. However, this is not possible to compute in the general case where only the bandwidth

and maximum amplitude are known. None of the thresholding based reconstructions for the ideal modulo encoder were tested

on examples where consecutive folding times are very close, as in Fig. 4.

B. The Proposed Generalized Modulo Encoder

We now formally define the generalized modulo encoder.

Definition 1 (Generalized Modulo Encoder). The analog modulo encoder with threshold λ, hysteresis parameter h ∈ [0, 2λ)

and transient parameter α, is an operator MH : PWΩ → L2 (R), H = [λ, h, α], that generates an asynchronous sequence

{τp} and an analog function z (t) = MHg (t) , t > τ0 in response to input g. The sequence {τp} is computed recursively as

τ1 = min {t > τ0|Mλ (g (t) + λ) = 0}

τp+1 = min {t > τp|Mλ (g (t)− g (τp) + hsp) = 0} ,
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Folding Times
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<latexit sha1_base64="3+aVw+KskxsCT3L1ISs/hT0cTCA=">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</latexit>

h = 0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="x8HLWbYxLF/rABnGMdwOQjZkykM=">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</latexit>

h = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="CMJnH1nivCd6mDFuC0eo1OdaaPo=">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</latexit>

h = 0.27

Increasing Hysteresis
<latexit sha1_base64="7lZuwwB9wzOL2lKHLF7Bw/r0cmY=">AAARTHiclVhbb+O4FfZu2+3WvWXax74QdQLMDjRey9Nt5yVAJnHaLjCbZHKZ2d3QY1ASJROmLiEpr11C8zP62v6ivvd/9K0o0ENKciTZxrYCbFPnfOfCj4dHor2MM6lGo39+9PEPfvijT3786U/6P/3Zz3/xy4Mnv3or01z49M5PeSq+9oiknCX0TjHF6deZoCT2OH3nLc6M/t2SCsnS5FatMzqNSZSwkPlEgQgfYsKzOUHHaHQ4OxiMhi9H5kKj4agzcKvBoFddV7MnB89wkPp5TBPlcyLlfcjpQ+K4o0xNNRGK+ZwW/X4f55JmxF+QiN576YoGztLkGzgi5zQAKI9SwdQ8HgO8Cc5V+HKqWZLliiZ+gVrKW3eqwzSxmqZC54K3BSxUc5oU/SPMAC4CJjNO1iaFjCaEq/Xx+AuY4hF6JRFdgc4kh1iCPCLozE+TcKjoqjMRGCYkptIJliyT5VAR4H2qV3ZdYOZHTQMrnGo5T79b0LU06QQ0hFBWoQUNQVxoEXmFdp2RM+oiOPEo38K0ZkqEIGsnEiSbM3/VZoHE0tAlHZ8p6tBc+oJlqk24H9OVO5oabEzUvK2shFNN42xOH9refShC6XiEk8SnZQhkGE7SNs5L0wXQJB3jSsgQbLzYAddyHXsO1DV3OPCZx20zmuQx+LRIKBQz7WqWMgNHWg8//yOLckHl54Upuf4Rup3TVNAYTQyFzJS77GNVCqVac6rtSkOchH5XyZ/pelDoyr6lr9V7tMEmVKEfw7YxnMYxKfRr+9PS+FAz+iwVKedErNu6TKRZKivXV42bFgo+RCwKfV3+tmdGo0Kfr0icmU2JBQWdn0ISSaDxAw0Kjech4/wQexxIlw85FP+h5dLQ+T2XJZyuVJtt4AOTQL+anBXljRQaw1ZS0tc34vmrwC8qhTIaU1caeln4HNaRqo0urFRhygOWRLU8THU40xrLUF/mgN7IWWIURv5lspFSRXjlhypE+PCDKRTcZOHqXXEPTQWb0gRjuJ3pgWthnCoM0aEhYPi06TMSjVNos6bgG2johjB86KBBos2XhK2iGugI0NEWOjLo6BHdzjgPivtxlbGIdQ6tvQB/oXo6cJ3BGAsWzdVnFQM51/kMc3g4BKQSfXMB/JXdxa56sUZAHFC1oe1PFxCeQDhkGUUXW6xNXpWsSQUOBOX6aZ0OcPdZoY9rV1yXqVW3wFkrvdtOKrWX28KGtJDzvZgZpplkHHZE7e5mP9bWxs2cJInBbyzuvs/k7qZoJJM8bOAC9s/tbFM5F28aXqMtlOXz0RG71vBgQtbY8/R1bcm+bcm/3cjPWvKzjaM9+H3ud7gpNZPzxmpiYftaUS5k///ceqX4VGMPimoWVbDJ9YaqySafRaLxgmQZAXuOMOXwJWrlzcbgphZ5qfZmo60tEbLI1iM8DoYfYC+F5RZuYeJy2wzcD2Z2cRoUHwbjbl3LufWDIPcQVW2gqSee1bcrBm0HIw8tnCmCHagl2+utE/ery0aX8oX+qqg3NdA2cA1pbYO3lcESGnq5R2Y7OHl7ebEL5pTdAF5F2uDTElx3vaZZMUM7/VcmrQ02oVyR9/qi2Omg02guymbXdKBrDwZv1rBlcTHZDqkbMY1RN0qoShvTqu7xgork+WjofkHjUjJwy641balKUSd6SHd4ejHa68mqdnvi4tEV5iFPU1EutUFjYQUdm8nr/6EtNw3O3/hbFtX22QWnq3YZnpcPnvvHvLqzOC0zMvq67/jwTD41zfUyphHphjh9fbXfImObRma3tO1isVLa3arWyeND0mQ6Kd5rDbVit1d/B9JM+b1pQoNx1YKamJvTR3cmm5tiFlmweeLuwGe8uH9Rrx20E/A+s9Gr1TMvGWNzAoOYgxdb9Xj95f7GADksKIFDn4JjTUlGbHckWZf5ZcTqjPTESIsNyN4O3MHYJEaWdAldkOKlSjN91EcI4fpUKRcsw385MT8I1wLO4G38OYRYBQyOf9aAEc6ipHyLPMTxiZqD+8Ghvce+gLcRX/ii6NLjz4kIc3NANTTd27RTAadC4xTmCQ+pcAV7xcozvITjaqLS2Cwg9HoLMtfO6WobFEitYOVv2yEc+CAPEgKDeHMyhNlJ8F7UDKfwFi06C+PnWZCqojmDMnuPJVOrNjoD6czYY9Fe2zSb1oBH69ZJKKJpTJU5HyBcj4Er8ruMZFQ4fQTJEn6sX47i2BmP4LsAoSm+Y9eIDCA7HpdDe0Ztvm8+wyGJGV9DlZCcK/Mkr4Zw+j46QpcJXyMWIuADmQpB5kiJ0lJQ/xmAmIQgyKNIkkQiSQULZwcDt/tfwvbg7Xjo/n44fjMenLys/mf4tPeb3m97T3tu7w+9k96fe1e9u57fy3p/7f2t9/eDfxz86+DfB/8poR9/VNn8ute6nnzyX/rEVTo=</latexit> ↵

=
0

<latexit sha1_base64="SEzBXeKpd0VsRVgRTpTFYsdHq6c=">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</latexit>

↵ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="ElUqZ6ENzzof1g+IOaKrMOWcfkY=">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</latexit>

↵ = 0.05

<latexit sha1_base64="O2e2fgtsewzkDXOOJKpEQfRWpJg=">AAARTniclVhbb+O4FfZub1P3lmkf+0LUCTA70GQlT3c3+xAgkzhtF5hNMrnMbDf0GJREyYSpS0jKa5fQ/I6+tr+or/0jfSvaQ0pyJF+wrQDb1DnfufDj4ZFoP+dMKtf950cf/+CHP/rxT578tP+zn//il7/ae/rrtzIrREDvgoxn4hufSMpZSu8UU5x+kwtKEp/Td/7szOjfzamQLEtv1TKn44TEKYtYQBSI3u9jwvMpQcfIPfT2J3sD99B1Xc/zkBl4X3zuwuDLL4+G3hHyjAquQa++riZP957jMAuKhKYq4ETK+4jTh9Tx3FyNNRGKBZyW/X4fF5LmJJiRmN772YKGztxkHDqi4DQEKI8zwdQ0GQK8DS5UdDTWLM0LRdOgRB3lrTfWUZZaTVuhC8G7AhapKU3L/gFmABchkzknS5NCTlPC1fJ4+JnrogP0SiK6AJ1JDrEU+UTQSZCl0aGii7WJwDAlCZVOOGe5rIaKAPNjvbArAzM/aBtY4VjLafbdjC6lSSekEYSyCi1oBOJSi9gvtee4jruO4MSnfAPTmSkRgiydWJB8yoJFlwWSSEOXdAKmqEMLGQiWqy7hQUIXnjs22ISoaVdZC8eaJvmUPnS9B1CG0vEJJ2lAqxDIMJxmXZyfZTOgSTrGlZAR2PiJA67lMvEdqGzucOCzSLpmNC0S8GmRUChm2vUsZQ6OtD789A8sLgSVn5am5PoH6HZKM0ETNDIUMlPwso9VJZRqyam2Kw1xUvpdLX+um0Gpa/uOvlHv0IarUKV+DNvFcJokpNSv7U9HE0DN6LNMZJwTsezqcpHlmaxdX7VuOij4EDEr9XX1250ZjUt9viBJbjYlFhR0QQZJpKHGDzQsNZ5GjPN97HMgXT4UUPz7lktD5/dclnC6UF22gQ9MQv1qdFZWN1JoDFtJyUDfiBevwqCsFcpoTF1p6GbRC1hHqla6qFZFGQ9ZGjfyKNPRRGssI31ZAHolZ6lRGPlX6UpKFeG1H6oQ4YcfTKHgNgtX78p7aCrYlCYYw+1EDzwL41RhiA4NAcOnS5+RaJxBozUF30JDN4ThwxoaJNp8SdgqqoWOAR1voGODjh/R3YyLsLwf1hmLRBfQ3EvwF6lnA88ZDLFg8VR9UjNQcF1MMIfHQ0hq0Z8vgL+qu9hVL5cIiAOqVrT98QLCEwiHLKPoYoO10auKNanAgaBcP2vSAe4+KfVx44rrKrX6FjjrpHe7lkrj5ba0IS3kfCdmgmkuGYcd0bi72Y21tXEzJWlq8CuLu+8zubspW8mkDyu4gP1zO1lVzsWbltd4A2X5fHTErjU8mJA19n193Viybzvyb1fys478bOVoB36X+y1uKs3ovLWaWNi+VlYL2f8/t14lPtXYh6KaxDVsdL2iarTKZ5ZqPCN5TsCeI0w5fIlGebMyuGlEfqb9ibuxJSIW23qEx8HhB9hLUbWFO5ik2jYD74OZXZKF5YfBcL2u5dT6QZB7hOo20NYT3+q7FYM2g5GHDs4UwRbUnO30thb368tWlwqE/rpsNjXQNvAMaV2Dt7XBHBp6tUcmWzh5e3mxDeZU3QBeRbrg0wrcdL22WTlBW/3XJp0NNqJckff6otzqYK3RXFTNru1ANx4M3qxhx+JitBlSt2Iao/UokapsTKu6xzMq0hfwdvwZTSrJwKu61rijqkRr0SO6xdNLd6cnq9ruiYtHV5hHPMtEtdQGjYUVrNmMXv8PbbltcP4m2LCot882OF10y/C8evDcP+a1PovTKiOjb/pOAM/kU9NcLxMak/UQp6+vdlvkbNXI7Ja2XSxRSnsb1Tp6fEiaTEfle62hVuz26m9Bmim/N01oMKxbUBtzc/rozmRzU05iCzZP3C34nJf3L5u1g3YC3ic2er165iVjaM5gEHPwcqMer7/a3RgghxklcOxTcKypyEjsjiTLKr+cWJ2RnhhpuQLZ24E3GJrEyJzOoQtSPFdZrg/6CCHcnCvljOX4LyfmB+FGwBm8jb+AEIuQwfHPGjDCWZxWb5H7ODlRU3A/2Lf3OBDwNhKIQJTr9ARTIqLCHFENTfc27UzAqdA4hXnCQypawF6x8hzP4cCaqiwxCwi93oLMtXW62gYFUmtY9dt1CAc+yINEwCBenQxhdhK8lw3DGbxFi7WFCYo8zFTZnkGVvc/SsVUbnYGszdhn8U7bLB83gEfrzkkopllClTkfINyMgSvy+5zkVDh9BMkSfqyP3CRxhi58lyA0xXfsGZEB5MfDamjPqO33zec4IgnjS6gSUnBlnuT1EE7fBwfoMuVLxCIEfCBTIcgcKVFWCZo/AxCTEAT5FEmSSiSpYNFkb9D8hYB2D94OD73PD4dvhoOTo/p/hie93/Z+13vW83pf9E56f+pd9e56QU/0/tr7W+/ve//Y+9fev/f+U0E//qi2+U2vcz198l+v/FXb</latexit>

↵ = 0.1

Increasing Folding Transient

<latexit sha1_base64="MJE7+O+Rg6LI3yKwq1RMRdXepLU=">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</latexit>↵

(a) Ideal and Generalized Modulo Encoder. Effect of Hysteresis (h). 

(b) Ideal and Generalized Modulo Encoder. Effect of Folding Transient (α). 

<latexit sha1_base64="j/YK7LGM+HFlUR9X5qr/LlDh9Ug=">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</latexit> h
=

0
.2

Figure 4. Encoding a sinc function with the ideal and generalized modulo encoder for different values of the hysteresis parameter h (up) and of the transient
duration α (down). Observe that the ideal modulo encoder can lead to very close folding times, while the generalized modulo encoder induces a significantly
larger separation between folding times.

where sp = sign (g (τp)− g (τp−1)) , p > 1. The output function z (t) is then given by

z (t) = g (t)− εg (t) , (2)

where

εg (t) =
∑
p∈Z

spε0 (t− τp) , t ∈ R

with

ε0 (t) = 2λh
[
(1/α) t · 1[0,α) (t) + 1[α,∞) (t)

]
and λh = λ− h/2.

The output of the proposed encoder is depicted in Fig. 4 for a bandlimited input. The hysteresis parameter h, defining the

post-reset values {λ− h,−λ+ h}, ensures a minimal amplitude change is required to trigger a new reset. As we will establish

in Lemma 1 below, this determines a minimal separation between the folding times that is not satisfied by the ideal modulo

encoder (Fig. 4). To ensure a sufficient separation, we thus suggest a component/parameter choice that avoids the unlikely

scenario that h is very small. Given the wide range of feasible parameter choices, this will be a rather simple task, in contrast

to the fine calibration to predetermined values required in typical self-reset or modulo ADCs.

In Definition 1, ε0 (t) models the folding transient as a line with gradient 1/α. This ensures that εg (t) is mathematically

continuous, unlike for the ideal modulo, which is in accordance with the maximal slew rate requirement. Furthermore, the

hysteresis parameter h controls the distance between each pair of modulo thresholds {λ, λ− h} , {−λ,−λ+ h}. We note that

MH is not a static nonlinear system like is the case for the ideal modulo Mλ. Therefore the value of MHg (t) does not depend

only on g (t), but on its whole history g (s) , s 6 t. Moreover, for the purposes of avoiding clipping and saturation, the input

g (t) to the encoder is an analog continuous signal rather than a discrete sequence of samples.

The output of MHg (t) is subsequently passed through an ADC with sampling period T whose dynamic range is [−λ, λ].
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We denote the input samples by γ [k] = g (kT ) and the output samples by y [k] = MHg (kT ). Furthermore, we denote

εγ [k] = εg (kT ). We assume that T > α, which guarantees a maximum of one sample located on the transient. This is

satisfied in experimental settings, even for sampling periods much smaller than the USF requirement T � 1
2Ωe . Here we

consider that the output samples are corrupted by bounded noise, i.e., yη [k] = y [k] + η [k], where η [k] is the noise sequence

satisfying |η [k] | 6 η∞. It is easy to show that, if h, α → 0 we have yη [k] = Mλ (γ [k]) + η [k] [1], [5], which proves that

the proposed model is backward compatible with the ideal modulo encoder.

To quantify the separation between the folds, we define the discrete folding times np as the integer values satisfying

np = dτp/T e. We then obtain the following estimate for the same.

Lemma 1 (Minimum Separation between Folds). Let yη [k] = MHg (kT ) + η [k] , h ∈ [0, 2λ[, g ∈ PWΩ and {np}p∈N, such

that np = dτp/T e. Then the following holds

np+1 − np >
⌊

h∗

TΩg∞

⌋
, h∗ = min {h, 2λ− h} .

Proof. We calculate g (τp+1) using the first order Taylor expansion around anchor point τp

g (τp+1) = g (τp) + (τp+1 − τp) g(1)
(
τ∗p
)
, τ∗p ∈ [τp, τp+1] .

From Definition 1 and Bernstein’s inequality g(n)
∞ 6 Ωg∞,

τp+1 − τp =

∣∣∣∣∣g (τp+1)− g (τp)

g(1)
(
τ∗p
) ∣∣∣∣∣ > h∗

Ωg∞
. (3)

Furthermore, a direct calculation yields, dτp+1/T e − dτp/T e > b(τp+1/T )− (τp/T )c > bh∗/ (TΩg∞)c.

C. Reconstruction via Unlimited Sampling

When there are no or only negligible folding transients, one can recover γ̃ [k], which is equal to γ [k] up to an integer

multiple of 2λ, from yη [k] = MHg (kT ) + η [k] , h ∈ [0, 2λ) using a variation of USAlg. This can be seen via the following

argument: If we sample (2) with period T it follows that

yη [k] = γη [k] +
∑
p∈Z

spε0 (kT − τp) . (4)

Given that npT − τp ∈ [0, T ) and thus ε0 (kT − τp) may take any value in interval [0, 2λh], USAlg is not directly applicable.

However, if α → 0, then ε0 (kT − τp) → 2λh1[τp,∞) (kT ) ∈ {0, 2λh}. Along the same lines as for USAlg, the recovery

condition is
∣∣∆Nγ [k] + ∆Nη [k]

∣∣ < λh,∀k ∈ Z, which is guaranteed by

(TΩe)
N
g∞ + 2Nη∞ < λh. (5)

Then γ̃ [k] can be computed using

∆Nγη [k] = Mλh

(
∆Nyη [k]

)
. (6)

This approach exploits that for negligible folding transient it is unlikely that a sample lies directly on the transient. For that

reason, for non-negligible values of α, USAlg will no longer produce reasonable results. More precisely, if α > 0, then

computing Mλ∗
(
∆NMHg (kT ) + η [k]

)
does not annihilate the residual εγ [k] for any λ∗, as opposed to the ideal modulo in

Section II-A. In this case, the samples during the transient period introduce significant distortions, which are further amplified

when attempting to integrate iteratively ∆Nγη as in USAlg [1], [3], rendering the reconstruction unstable.
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D. Reconstruction via Thresholding

Here we employ a thresholding approach to recovery. There have been a number of isolated attempts recovering the input of

an ideal modulo encoder based on thresholding. However, as explained in Section II-A, a major drawback that does not allow

introducing recovery guarantees is that the folding times of the ideal USF encoder can be arbitrarily close. Given samples

yη [k] = γη [k]+εγ [k], the main challenge is to recover both γη [k] and εγ [k]. For an ideal modulo encoder, the USF approach

annihilates the residual εγ [k]. Here we convolve the data with a filter ψN [k] , ∆N [k + 1], and then identify the residual

by thresholding the samples ψN ∗ yη [k], which requires identifying the folding times τp and signs sp (4). We first introduce

sufficient conditions under which the detection of the folding times is possible via thresholding. Subsequently, we provide

theoretical guarantees for computing τp and sp. The filtered samples ψN ∗ yη satisfy

ψN ∗ yη [k] = ψN ∗ γη [k]− ψN ∗ εγ [k] . (7)

In order to identify the modulo folds via thresholding, ψN is designed to enhance the effect of εγ in (7). The following lemma

(proof, Section V) shows that the non-zero values of ψN ∗ εγ [k] are centered around the discrete folding times np.

Lemma 2 (Support of Filtered Residual). Let ψN [k] = ∆N [k + 1] and let SN =
⋃
p∈Z S

p
N , where SpN =

{np − (N − 1) , . . . , np + 1}. Then

supp (ψN ∗ εγ) ⊆ SN . (8)

1) The Case of a Single Fold: For simplicity, we first assume a single folding time τ1 > 0, such that SN = S1
N =

{n1 − (N − 1) , . . . , n1 + 1}. The key idea is to exploit smoothness to obtain that

‖ψN ∗ γη‖`∞ <
λh
2N

, (9)

and to observe that far away from the jump, this condition will also hold for yη in place of γη . That is, the set

MN ,

{
k ∈ Z | |ψN ∗ yη [k]| > λh

2N

}
(10)

is localized around the jump and can be used to identify the jump location up to a minimal ambiguity. The following lemma

(proved in Section V) makes this precise.

Lemma 3. Assume (9) is satisfied, and let KN = {km, kM},

km = minMN , kM = maxMN . (11)

Then KN ⊆ SN , km ∈ {n1 −N + 1, n1 −N + 2}, kM ∈ {n1, n1 + 1}, and for I1 =
[
τ1 + α

2N , τ1 + α
(
1− 1

2N

)]
,

n1T ∈ I1 ⇒ kM − km = N, (12)

n1T ∈ [τ1, τ1 + α) \ I1 ⇒ kM − km ∈ {N − 1, N} , (13)

n1T > τ1 + α⇒ kM − km = N − 1. (14)

The following theorem (proved in Section V) resolves the remaining ambiguity and also gives a means to identify the

direction of the fold, i.e., the sign s1 in Definition 1.

Theorem 1 (Estimation of Folding Times). Assume that ‖ψN ∗ γη‖`∞ < λh/ (2N) and let km, kM ∈ Z defined as in (11).

Furthermore, let ñ1 and s̃1 be the estimations of the discrete folding time and sign defined as

ñ1 = kM − 1, (15)

s̃1 = −sign (ψN ∗ yη [km]) . (16)
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a) If kM − km = N , consider the estimated folding time

τ̃1 , ñ1T − α ·
ψN ∗ yη [ñ1] + 2λhs̃1 (N − 1)

2λhs̃1N
. (17)

Then the following hold

ñ1 = n1, s̃1 = s1, |τ̃1 − τ1| <
α

4N2
. (18)

b) If kM − km = N − 1, consider the estimated folding time τ̃1 = ñ1T . Then s̃1 = s1, and we have two cases

b1) n1T ∈
[
τ1, τ1 + α

2N

)
ñ1 = n1, |τ̃1 − τ1| <

α

2N
. (19)

b2) n1T > τ1 + α
(
1− 1

2N

)
ñ1 = n1 − 1, |τ̃1 − τ1| < T − α+

α

2N
. (20)

Theorem 1 shows the benefit of the transients for accurate reconstruction of the folding instants. When a sample in the

central part of the transient is available, the associated folding location can be identified up to an accuracy of α
4N2 , while only

an accuracy of order α
2N or even T − α 2N−1

2N can be achieved when all the sampling locations lie near the edges or outside

of the transient. The result always recovers τ1 with an error strictly smaller than T , which is the smallest error that can be

guaranteed with USAlg. Accurate folding time estimates then also yield accurate signal reconstruction via the formula

γ̃ [k] = yη [k] + s1ε0 (kT − τ̃1) . (21)

2) The Case of Multiple Folds: Generally there are P folding times {τp}Pp=1, where P is unknown. Here, computing γ̃ [k]

can be performed by computing τ̃p and s̃p with Theorem 1 sequentially, if the supports of each two filtered folds are disjoint,

guaranteed by Sp1N ∩ Sp2N = ∅,∀p1, p2 = [1, P ], p1 6= p2. In other words, this requires the separation of the folding times

np+1 − np > N + 1, which is guaranteed via Lemma 1 if

h∗

TΩg∞
> N + 1. (22)

Therefore conditions (9) and (22) are sufficient to guarantee the recovery of sp, τp, p ∈ [1, P ] sequentially, using Theorem 1

as follows. Let KN =
⋃
p∈[1,P ] {kpm, k

p
M}, where the pairs {kpm, k

p
M} are computed sequentially as follows. For p = 1,

k1
m = min

{
k | |ψN ∗ yη [k]| > λh

2N

}
,

k1
M = max

{
k 6 k1

m +N | |ψN ∗ yη [k]| > λh
2N

}
.

(23)

For p = 2, . . . , P

kpm = min

{
k > kp−1

M | |ψN ∗ yη [k]| > λh
2N

}
,

kpM = max

{
k 6 kpm +N | |ψN ∗ yη [k]| > λh

2N

}
.

(24)

Then s̃p, τ̃p, p = 1, . . . , P , computed sequentially with Theorem 1 from KN satisfy

s̃p = sp, |τ̃p − τp| < max

{
α

2N
,T − α2N − 1

2N

}
. (25)

The following lemma provides sufficient recovery conditions for sp, τp, p = 1, . . . , P .

Lemma 4 (Sufficient recovery conditions). a) The values {sp, τp}Pp=1 can be recovered from yη [k] with an error bounded by

(25) if
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Figure 5. The minimal h allowing at least two samples between each folds for a sinc (t) input function.

TH1) (TΩe)
N
g∞ + 2Nη∞ 6 λh

2N ,

TH2) (N + 1)TΩg∞ 6 h∗, h∗ = min {h, 2λ− h}

b) Furthermore, TH1) and TH2) are satisfied if

b1) In the noiseless scenario (η∞ = 0),

N 6
h∗

4eTΩg∞
− 1, (26)

b2) In the noisy scenario (η∞ 6= 0), we require η∞ 6 λh
8 ,

N 6 min

{
h∗

8eTΩg∞
− 1, f−1

(
λh
η∞

)}
, (27)

where f : R+ → R+, f(x) = x · 2x+2.

Proof. a) TH1) is a sufficient condition for (9) via [3]. TH2) follows from (22).

b1) Here, for ∀N ∈ Z, TH1) and TH2) are equivalent to

T 6 min {B1 (N) , B2 {N}} , (28)

B1 (N) =
1

Ωe N
√

2N · g∞/λh
, B2 (N) =

h∗

(N + 1) Ωg∞
, (29)

It can be shown that B1 (N) > B2 (N)λh/ (2h∗e) ,∀N > 1, and thus T 6 C/ ((N + 1) Ωg∞), where C =

min
{
h∗, λh2e

}
. The result follows due to C > h∗/4e.

b2) The choice of N ensures that 2Nη∞ 6 λh
4N . Furthermore, (TΩe)

N
g∞ 6 λh

4N , and thus TH1) and TH2) hold if

T 6 min {Bη1 (N) , B2 {N}} , Bη1 (N) =
(4Ng∞/λh)

− 1
N

Ωe
.

Here, it can be shown that Bη1 (N) > B2 (N) · λh
4h∗e and thus T 6 Cη/ (N + 1) Ωg∞, Cη = min

{
h∗, λh4e

}
, and the proof

follows due to Cη > h∗/8e.

In the noiseless scenario η∞ = 0, TH1) is always satisfied for N large enough given that the left-hand side decreases

exponentially. We note that the USF condition is more relaxed (5). However, USF is intrinsically incompatible with the case

where α 6= 0, which is always true in practice. Condition TH2) shows how h > 0 ensures there are at least N samples in

between each two folds. In the following, we show how the choice of h impacts the distancing of the folds in practice. We

generate an input g (t) = sinc (t)−0.8499 which allows arbitrarily close folds as in Fig. 4. The modulo threshold is λ = 0.15.

The output is depicted in Fig. 5 for h = 0 (gray) and for h = 5 · 10−3 (blue). Condition TH1) is satisfied for N = 2, but

h = 0 does not satisfy the separability condition, which requires a minimum of h = 5 · 10−3 ≈ 3% of λ.

3) Input Reconstruction: The values of s̃p, τ̃p are used to estimate the input samples γ̃ as outlined in Algorithm 1. The

following result (proved in Section V) bounds the input reconstruction error.
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Algorithm 1: Recovery Algorithm.
Data: yη [k] , ψN [k] , λ, h, α,Ω > 0.
Result: γ̃ [k].
1) Compute the filtered samples ψN ∗ yη [k].
2) Compute the numebr of folds P and values {kpm, k

p
M}

P

p=1 with (23), (24).
3) For p = 1, . . . , P

4.1) If kpM − kpm = N :
Compute ñp, s̃p with (15),(16) and the folding time estimation τ̃p = τ̃

np
p with (17).

4.2) If kpM − kpm = N − 1:
Compute ñp, s̃p with (15), (16) and the folding time estimation τ̃p = ñpT .

4) Compute ε̃γ [k] =
∑P
p=1 spε0 (kT − τ̃p),

where ε0 (t) = 2λh
[
(1/α) t · 1[0,α[ (t) + 1[α,∞[ (t)

]
.

5) Compute γ̃ [k] = yη [k] + ε̃γ [k].

Proposition 1 (Error Bound for Input Recovery). Assuming that the conditions in Lemma 4 a) or b) are satisfied, the constant

offset 2nλ via (21) is known, T > α +
(
α/4N2

)
, and the data consists of K samples and P folding times, the input

reconstruction γ̃ resulted from Algorithm 1 satisfies

MSE (γ̃, γ) 6
λ2
h

N2
· P
K
, (30)

where n ∈ Z and P is the number of folds. If P is unknown, by assuming h∗ 6 KTΩg∞,

MSE (γ̃, γ) 6
λ2
h

N2
· 2TΩg∞

h∗
. (31)

It follows that the bound can be decreased by selecting the largest N admitted by Lemma 4. In practice, however, N can be

further increased as long as TH1) is satisfied, given that the separation between the folding times, guaranteed by TH2), can

be directly inferred from the data, as shown in Section IV. The following theorem derives new bounds on the reconstruction

error.

Theorem 2 (Noiseless Case). Assume that the conditions in Lemma 4 b) are true, where N is the largest integer satisfying

(26), the offset 2nλ is known, 8eTΩg∞ 6 h∗ 6 KTΩg∞ and T > 2α. Assuming η∞ = 0, it follows that

MSE (γ̃, γ) 6 C · T 3, (32)

where C = 2 (16eλh)
2 · (Ωg∞/h∗)3

Proof. We substitute (26), which is satisfied for N =
⌊

h∗

4eTΩg∞
− 1
⌋

, in (31). Given that h∗

4eTΩg∞
− 1 > h∗

8eTΩg∞
, we then use

that bxc > x
2 ,∀x ∈ [1,∞).

Theorem 3 (Noisy Case). Assume that the conditions in Lemma 4 b) are true, where N is the largest integer satisfying (27).

Furthermore, assume the constant offset 2nλ is known, 16eTΩg∞ 6 h∗ 6 KTΩg∞ and T > 2α. If the data is corrupted by

noise sequence η [k] satisfying |η [k]| 6 η∞, where η∞ 6 λh
8 , then the error satisfies

MSE (γ̃, γ) 6 max
{
C · T 3, Cη · T

}
, (33)

where

C = 2 (32eλh)
2 ·
(

Ωg∞
h∗

)3

, Cη =
8λ2

h(
f−1

(
λh
η∞

))2 ·
Ωg∞
h∗

.

Proof. Follows from (27) and (31).
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III. SAMPLING AT LOW RATES

The most conservative of the two conditions in Lemma 4 assumes there is a contiguous region of N unfolded samples in

between each two folds. Here we show that in fact we need just a single such region, which entails that the proposed algorithm

can be extended to much lower sampling rates than the ones in Lemma 4. A similar assumption is also made in [34] for the

case of ideal modulo. For now we assume that the unfolded samples are the first N ; later we generalize to arbitrary locations.

Outside of this region, we only require that there is one sample between each two folds {τp, τp+1}, as will be explained next.

The overarching idea is that, starting from the filtered data y1,N [l] , ψN ∗ yη [l] , l ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, one can pass through the

samples from left to right and compute recursively the sequence yk,N [l] , k = 2, . . . ,K, where yk,N [l] contains no contribution

of the past folding times τ1, . . . , τp satisfying τp < kT . There on, given that there is a sample between each two folds, it

follows that yk,N [k] may contain information about at most one folding time, which can be exploited to compute τp, sp. To

define sequence yk,N [l], we note that ψN ∗ yη [k] = ψN ∗ γ [k]−
∑P
p=1 ep,N [k], where, as shown in the proof of Lemma 2,

ep,N [k] , 2λhsp

(
βpd

N−1
np [k] + (1− βp) dN−1

np+1 [k]
)

(34)

where dN−1
np [k] , ∆N−1 [k − np]. We note that in general, for βp 6= 0, 1, the function in (34) is an affine linear combination of

two kernels of the form 2λhspd
N−1
np [k] centered in neighboring samples. We aim to rewrite

∑P
p=1 ep,N [k] as a sum of shifted

kernels, where each kernel is centered in a distinct sample. To ensure that this is possible, we assume T < min {τp+1 − τp}−α,

which guarantees there are no two adjacent transient samples. Then

P∑
p=1

ep,N [k] = 2λh

K∑
m=1

bmspmd
N−1
m [k] , (35)

where bm > 0 and pm are defined as follows. If m = np for some p then pm = p. Furthermore, βp = 1 ⇒ bm = 1, and

βp ∈ (0, 1) ⇒ bm = βp, bm+1 = 1 − βp. If m 6= np ∀p then bm = 0, pm = 1. We then have a one-to-one mapping between

the unknown pairs {bm, spm}
K
m=1 and samples m ∈ {1, . . .K}. Similarly to Theorem 1, bm and sm can be identified via

thresholding sequentially, provided that ‖ψN ∗ γη‖`∞ < λh
2N . We define

yk,N [l] = ψN ∗ yη [l] + 2λh

k−1∑
m=1

bmspmd
N−1
m [l] . (36)

The values of bk, spk are then computed from ȳk , yk,N [k] via thresholding. Specifically, if |ȳk| > 2λh − θ, θ = λh
2N , then

sample k corresponds to a complete fold with βp = 0, 1, and if θ < |ȳk| < 2λh − θ then k corresponds to the transient of

fold p, such that bk ∈ {βp, 1− βp}. To distinguish between the two cases, we note that, if bk = βp, bk+1 = 1 − βp then

|ȳk + ȳk+1 − 2λhsign (ȳk)| is small, which is quantified via tolerance θβ . Otherwise, we conclude that bk−1 = βp, bk = 1−βp.

If bk = βp, then we can estimate β̃p = |ȳk|
2λh

. The sign spk is computed as in Theorem 1 as spk = −sign (ȳk). The values

bk, spk are subsequently used to compute sequence yk+1,N [l], and the process continues recursively (see Algorithm 2).

In the general case that the region of N unfolded samples does not lie in the beginning, but say in between {τp, τp+1}, the

idea is to follow the approach sketched above both to the left and to the right, starting from an anchor point sample k0 such

that y [k] = g (kT )+M,k ∈ {k0, . . . , k0 +N} for some M ∈ R. Assuming the existence of k0, condition (22) can be replaced

by a much more relaxed condition T < min {τp+1 − τp}−α. This new condition ensures, via the hysteresis parameter h, that

τp 6 kT 6 τp+1. As shown numerically in the next section, the existence of k0 takes place naturally in a practical scenario.

IV. NUMERICAL AND HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS

In what follows, we validate our recovery approach both for simulated data and data acquired from our modulo sampling

hardware testbed (cf. Fig. 6). The experimental protocol for either case is discussed in Section IV-1. The hardware testbed

is briefly discussed in Section IV-2. We also compare our proposed methodology against USAlg. The recovery results from
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Algorithm 2: Low Sampling Rate Recovery.
Data: yη [l] , ψN [l] , λ, h, α,Ω > 0, l ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
Result: γ̃ [l] , l ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
1) Compute y1,N [l] = ψN ∗ yη [l] , k = 1, p = 0.
2) While k 6 K compute ȳk = yk,N [k].

2a) IF k = np −N + 2: compute θ = 2λhN
ELSE IF k = np −N + 3: compute θ = λh

N

ELSE: θ = λh
2N .

2b) IF |ȳk| > 2λh − θ: compute p = p+ 1 and
ñp = k +N, s̃p = −sign (ȳk) , β̃p = 1,
yk+1,N [l] = yk,N [l] + 2λhs̃pd

N−1
k+N [l], k = k + 1.

ELSE IF θ 6 |ȳk| 6 2λh − θ: compute p = p+ 1, yk+1,N [l] = yk,N [l]− ȳkdN−1
k+N [l], and ȳk+1 = yk+1,N [k + 1].

• IF |ȳk + ȳk+1 − 2λhsign (ȳk)| > θβ : compute
yk,N [l] = yk−1,N [l]− ȳk−1d

N−1
k+N−1 [l],

yk+1,N [l] = yk,N [l]− ȳkdN−1
k+N [l],

ñp = k +N − 1, s̃p = −sign (ȳk) ,

β̃p = 1− |ȳk|2λh
, k = k + 1.

• ELSE: compute
yk+2,N [l] = yk+1,N [l]− ȳk+1d

N−1
k+N+1 [l],

ñp = k +N, s̃p = −sign (ȳk) , β̃p = |ȳk|
2λh

, k = k + 2.
ELSE: Compute k = k + 1

3) For p = 1, . . . , P compute τ̃p = ñpT − α · β̃p.
4) Compute ε̃γ [l] =

∑P
p=1 spε0 (lT − τ̃p), where ε0 (t) = 2λh

[
(1/α) t · 1[0,α[ (t) + 1[α,∞[ (t)

]
.

5) Compute γ̃ [l] = yη [l] + ε̃γ [l].

Figure 6. Modulo sampling hardware testbed for implementing hysteresis.

synthetic data are depicted in IV-A, and the ones from experimental data are presented in IV-B. The algorithmic parameters

and results are summarised in Table I.

1) Protocol for Experiments: In both cases, we consider a bandlimited function g ∈ PWΩ, process it with a modulo

encoder and then compute uniform samples of the output obtaining y [k] = MHg (kT ). We denote by γ̃USAlg = USAlgλ̃ (y) the

reconstruction via [3] from samples y [k] using threshold λ̃. When the data is encoded with an ideal modulo Mλ (h = 0, α = 0),

it makes sense to choose λ̃ = λ. If h 6= 0, then the hysteresis can be accounted for as shown in Subsection II-C using λ̃ = λh.

As we will see, however, in many cases where α, h 6= 0 no choice of λ̃ will lead to a satisfactory performance. To demonstrate
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Table I
SUMMARY OF THE PARAMETERS AND THE PERFORMANCE OF USAlg AND THE PROPOSED THRESHOLDING ALGORITHM.

Exp. T (ms) Ω (rad/s) λ h α (ms) λUSAlg NUSAlg
λh

2NTH
NTH ErrUSAlg (%) ErrTH (%) RMSE

(
τ̃NTH, τ

)
1 20 4.4 1.5 1.5 20 0.66 1 0.125 3 25.6 0.008 1.2× 10−5 s

2 0.094 4 8.2× 103 4.5× 10−4 6.5× 10−7 s

2 0.1 188 2.01 3.23 0.09 0.13 1 0.198 1 2.64 0.58 0.03 ms
2 0.098 2 730 0.33 0.01 ms

3 0.36 188 2.05 1 0.07 0.78 2 0.39 2 27 1 0.32 ms
4 0.09 1.5 1 0.1 0.02 1.345 1 0.24 2 96.8 0.71 0.04 ms

this, we perform a line search to identify the effective threshold λUSAlg for USAlg recovery

λUSAlg = argminλ̃ MSE
(
γ,USAlgλ̃ (y)

)
. (37)

Furthermore, we denote by γ̃TH the reconstruction with the proposed thresholding algorithm outlined in 1. We measure the

relative recovery error of USAlg and the proposed thresholding method via the ratio Err (γ̃, γ), defined as

Err (γ̃, γ) = 100 · MSE (γ̃, γ)

MSE (γ, 0)
(%) . (38)

We denote the input recovery errors with each method by ErrTH = Err (γ̃TH, γ) and ErrUSAlg = Err (γ̃USAlg, γ), respectively.

When the number of folding times is identified correctly, we compute the root mean square error (RMSE) between the correct

and estimated folding times as RMSE (τ̃ , τ) =
√
MSE (τ̃ , τ). To compare between the coarse and fine estimations of the

folding times for the proposed thresholding method, in this case we also compute the coarse folding times estimation error as

RMSE (ñT, τ).

2) Hardware Testbed: To perform experiments with real signals, we have developed a modulo sampling hardware that can

be implemented with off-the-shelf components. The circuit is shown in Fig. 6. The basic design follows from [4] but with a key

difference; the hardwired variable potentiometers (annotated in Fig. 6) allow for the adjustment of the hysteresis parameter h

in Definition 1. This is done by adjusting the multi-turn screw of the trimmer component. To estimate the values of λ, h and α

from the data, we first recorded the output of the modulo ADC with a high sampling rate and then ran a nonlinear optimization

to fit the values of λ and h. For α, we estimated the transient slope directly from the data. For a given continuous-time input

signal, continuously adjusting the multi-turn value amounts to changing the h-value in the output signal. This is what is shown

in the YouTube demonstration at https://youtu.be/R4rji5jOjD8. While the details of the hardware design are beyond the

scope of this paper, in the spirit of reproducible research, we plan to make our hardware designs, data and code available

via the project website https://bit.ly/USF-RR in the future. We stress, however, that our method does not require variable

hysteresis to work, but only to avoid h ≈ 0. We change h with the help of the testbed in the hardware experiments below

purely to show the diversity of cases in which the algorithm works.

A. Reconstruction from Synthetic Data

In this class of experiments, we choose the input g (t) to be a non-periodic signal computed as a sum of sinc functions

bandlimited to Ω = 4.4 rad/s, centered in 10 points equally spaced by π/Ω in [0, 8]. The sinc coefficients were randomly

generated using the uniform distribution on [−4λ, 4λ], where λ is the modulo threshold satisfying λ = 1.5. The modulo

hysteresis parameter is h = 1.5, and transient length is α = 0.02 s. The modulo output is subsequently sampled with period

T = 0.02 s. An example input and the corresponding output of the encoder are depicted in Fig. 10a. We attempt to recover the

input using USAlg. Let γ̃USAlg = USAlgλUSAlg
(y). We first choose N = 1. The value of ErrUSAlg for 200 equally spaced values

https://youtu.be/R4rji5jOjD8
https://bit.ly/USF-RR
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Figure 7. Simulations with synthetic data for T = α. (a) A randomly generated signal and its modulo samples. (b) Reconstruction error via USAlg for various
values of the effective threshold. (c) Reconstruction with USAlg using the optimal effective threshold in comparison with the reconstruction by thresholding
(d) Filtered data and the resulting estimated folding times via thresholding. (e) The residual function recovered with the proposed method; note that the
samples inside the transient periods are recovered correctly. (f) Reconstruction error as a function of the filter order N . (f1) The folding time errors based on
the coarse and fine estimation. (f2) Resulting reconstruction accuracy calculated over the uniform sample grid.

λUSAlg ∈ [0.2, 1.5] is depicted in Fig. 7b. The plot confirms that indeed λUSAlg, the optimal choice of the threshold parameter

λ̃ in the reconstruction procedure, satisfies λUSAlg /∈ {λh, λ}.

The reconstruction with λUSAlg ≈ 0.655 is depicted in Fig. 7c superimposed on the original samples. The error is evaluated

as ErrUSAlg = 25.6%. As it can be seen, USAlg unfolds the samples incorrectly, which is because α 6= 0. Even for the optimal

value λUSAlg, increasing N renders the reconstruction unstable, leading to ErrUSAlg > 1000%. We also note that the estimation

is more accurate where the samples are close to the edges of the transient periods in Fig. 10a, e.g., the 5th and 6th folding

time. While changing T may reduce the number of samples during the transient periods, it will not be possible to know the

optimal values of T and λUSAlg, as they depend on the input. We note that condition (5) is satisfied for N = 2, which would

be necessary in the hypothetical scenario where no transients were present (α = 0).

We reconstruct the input samples using the proposed method defined in Section II-D. We choose N = 3, and subsequently

threshold the filtered data samples ∆3y with λh/6 = 0.125. As illustrated in Fig. 10b, the samples corresponding to the folding

times are clustered in groups of 4 consecutive samples. As Lemma 3 demonstrates, each cluster has a minimum of 3 samples

above the threshold, which are enough to compute ñp, s̃p, τ̃p, p = 1, . . . , 22 sequentially via Theorem 1. The number of folds

is unknown prior to the reconstruction. The reconstruction of the residual function ε̃γ [k] and of the input samples γ̃TH [k] are

depicted in Fig. 10c and Fig. 7c, respectively. We note that the proposed methodology accurately recovers all the samples,

including those on the transient regions of εγ [k]. The error is evaluated as ErrTH = 8.1 · 10−3%. We compute a reconstruction

γ̃TH,N for each N = 1, . . . , 4 and observe that even though TH2) is not satisfied for N = 4, we an obtain accurate recovery.

An explanation for this observation is that as N increases, the size of the clusters in Fig. 10b increases linearly, which allows

relaxing TH2) right until the clusters begin to overlap. This perspective also can serve as a guideline to choose N in practice;

we aim to explore details in future work.

For each N , we evaluate the folding time estimation, RMSE
(
τ̃N , τ

)
. Fig. 7f shows the evolution of RMSE

(
τ̃N , τ

)
and

Err (γ̃TH,N , γ) for N ∈ [1, 4]. The coarse estimations or CEs of the folding times, denoted ñNp T , are also evaluated for

comparison purposes. As expected, CE leads to an error RMSE
(
ñNp T, τp

)
comparable to the sampling time T , and does not
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Figure 8. Hardware experiment (Sinusoid). (a) Modulo circuit output and corresponding uniform samples. (b) Estimating the folding times by thresholding the
filtered data. (c) Reconstruction of the residual function. (d) Input samples and reconstruction with USAlg with effective threshold and the proposed method.

change significantly with N . However, the fine estimation (17) allows for computing τp with an error that is 5 orders of

magnitude smaller than T . This is remarkable given that no information is being transmitted at times τp.

B. Reconstruction from Experimental Data

In this example, we consider data generated by our prototype ADC with modulo threshold 2.01 and hysteresis parameter

h = 3.23 applied to an input g (t) given as a sine wave of amplitude 12 and bandwidth Ω = 188 rad/s. The output of the

circuit is depicted in Fig. 1. The output z (t) is sampled with period T = 10−4. The samples, depicted in Fig. 8a, show that

the experimental data behaves very much in line with our model in Definition 1. When the encoder input reaches one of the

threshold values ±λ, it resets the output to the corresponding post-reset value ∓ (λ− h).

As before, we reconstruct the input with USAlg starting with N = 1 by selecting the effective threshold using a line search

based on 200 equally spaced values λUSAlg ∈ [0, 2]. The smallest ErrUSAlg = 2.6% was achieved for λUSAlg = 0.13. The

corresponding reconstruction is depicted in Fig. 8d. Increasing N further led to an unstable recovery. We note that condition

(5), which assumes α = 0, is satisfied for N = 2. The reconstruction with the proposed method satisfies the requirements

TH1) & TH2) for N = 1. The filtered data was thresholded with λh
2 = 0.198, ensuring that each folding time corresponds

to a minimum of 1 sample crossing the threshold Fig. 8b. The recovered residual is in Fig. 8c. The corresponding input

reconstruction satisfies ErrTH = 0.58% and is depicted in Fig. 8d. Even higher accuracy can be achieved with a filter order of

N = 2 which brings the error to ErrTH = 0.33%.

In a second experiment with our prototype ADC, we generate a random signal with bandwidth 188 rad/s. The sampling

rate is T = 0.36 ms, and the circuit parameters are λ = 2.05, h = 1. We select N = 2, which is also the value predicted by

USAlg using the effective threshold λ̃ = λh. A line search on [0, 2] yields λUSAlg = 0.78 as the optimal threshold of USAlg,

for which the error is given by ErrUSAlg = 27%. We note that condition (5), which assumes α = 0 is satisfied for N = 2. The

input and USAlg reconstruction are depicted in Fig. 9d. For the proposed method, the reconstruction condition is satisfied for

N = 2, which leads to a recovery threshold of λh/4 = 0.39, which leads to error ErrTH = 1%. The proposed reconstruction
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Figure 9. Hardware experiment (Bandlimited Signal). (a) Input and output of the proposed encoder. (b) Estimating the folding times by thresholding the
filtered data. (c) Reconstruction of the residual function. (d) Input samples and reconstruction with USAlg with effective threshold and the proposed method.

Figure 10. Simulations with low sampling rates. (a) A randomly generated signal, its modulo samples, and corresponding input reconstruction. (b) Filtered
data and the resulting estimated folding times via thresholding. (c) The residual function recovered with the proposed method.

method is depicted in Fig. 9b, Fig. 9c, and Fig. 9d. The figures illustrate how in an experimental setting the proposed method

allows the reconstruction of signals with the dynamic range up to 10 times the modulo threshold.

C. Input Recovery at Lower Sampling Rates

In this experiment, we generated a random non-periodic signal as in Section IV-A with bandwidth Ω = 2.25 rad/s, centered in

5 points spaced by π/Ω in [0, 10]. The sinc coefficients were randomly generated using the uniform distribution on [−20λ, 20λ]

with λ = 1. The input is subsequently scaled such that ‖g‖∞ = 14. The modulo output, generated with h = 0.1 and α = 0.02,

is sampled with T = 0.09 s. The input and output are depicted in Fig. 10(a). We note that in this experiment condition TH1

is true, but TH2 is not satisfied. In fact, the finite difference of the input samples satisfies max |γ [k + 1]− γ [k]| = 1.69 · λ.

However, recovery with the proposed method is still possible given there is at least one sample between any subsequent folds.

We first attempt to recover the input using USAlg. For N = 1, the optimal choice of λUSAlg = 1.345 was computed as

in Section IV-A, with a corresponding error of ErrUSAlg = 96.8%. For N = 2, the error increased to ErrUSAlg = 300%, and

subsequently increased exponentially for larger N .

We next implement Algorithm 2 for N = 2 and θβ = λh, with anchor point k0 = 1. The anchor point, corresponding

to a region of unfolded samples of length N , was determined from the thresholded data in Fig. 10(b). The reconstructed
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residual is depicted in Fig. 10(c), and subsequently the reconstructed input samples γ̃ [k] are in Fig. 10(a). The recovery error

is ErrTH = 0.71%. We then increased the dynamic range of the input so that ‖g‖∞ = 16, and repeated the same procedure.

In this case, we have max |γ [k + 1]− γ [k]| = 1.94 · λ, and an error of ErrTH = 1.2%.

V. PROOFS

Here we prove Lemmas 2, 3, Theorem 1 and Proposition 1.

Proof of Lemma 2. By the definition of the np’s, we have that

∆εγ = 2λh
∑

p∈Z
sp
[
βpδnp + (1− βp) δnp+1

]
,

where βp ∈ [0, 1] satisfies

βp =

{
npT−τp

α , npT < τp + α

1, npT > τp + α.
(39)

The result then follows from explicitly calculating finite differences of the Dirac delta function, which amounts to

ψN ∗ εγ [k] = 2λhsp
∑
p∈Z

βpd
N−1
np + (1− βp) dN−1

np+1, (40)

where dN−1
np , ∆N−1 [k − np].

Proof of Lemma 3. By (7) and Lemma 2, ψN ∗ yη and ψN ∗ γη cannot differ outside of SN , and hence

|ψN ∗ yη [k]| = |ψN ∗ γη [k]| < λh
2N

,∀k /∈ SN . (41)

Consequently, given the definition of MN , we must have SN ⊇ MN ⊇ KN . Here, the residual is normalized by defining

e1 [k] =
εγ [k]
2λhs1

. The proof will crucially exploit that, via (7,41),

|ψN ∗ yη [k] | > 2λh| (ψN ∗ e1) [k]| − λh
2N

,∀k ∈ Z. (42)

Specifically, we will identify the values k for which | (ψN ∗ e1) [k]| > 1
2N , and deduce from (42) that these values are all

contained in MN . This yields upper bounds for km and lower bounds for kM . Here it makes a noticeable difference if the

next sampling time npT after τp takes place very close to the edges of the transient or in the middle, or, equivalently, whether

the parameter β1 is close to the edges of the interval [0, 1]. More precisely, we consider the following cases.

a) β1 ∈
[

1
2N , 1−

1
2N

]
⇔ n1T ∈ I1. Then, due to (40),

|ψN ∗ e1 [n1 + 1]| = (1− β1)
∣∣∆N−1 [0]

∣∣ > 1

2N
(43)

and similarly,

|ψN ∗ e1 [n1 − (N − 1)]| > 1

2N
. (44)

That is, due to (42), n1−N + 1 and n1 + 1 are both contained in MN . Together with our previous observation that KN ⊂ SN,

we conclude that km = n1 −N + 1, kM = n1 + 1, and hence kM − km = N , as desired.

b) β1 ∈ [0, 1] \
[

1
2N , 1−

1
2N

]
⇔ n1T 6∈ I1.
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b1) β1 ∈
[
0, 1

2N

)
. In this case, (43) and the facts that kM = n1 + 1 and km > n1 − N + 1 can be established as

before, but |ψN ∗ e1 [n1 − (N − 1)]| can be arbitrarily small. However, the following is satisfied.

|ψN ∗ e1 [n1 −N + 2]| =
∣∣β1∆N−1 [−N + 2] + (1− β1) ∆N−1 [− (N − 1)]

∣∣
= |1− β1N | >

1

2
>

1

2N
. (45)

Thus km 6 n1 −N + 2, which entails all the desired conditions via (42).

b2) β1 ∈
(
1− 1

2N , 1
]
. Here (44) and the observations that km = n1 − N + 1 and kM 6 n1 + 1 hold as in a), but

|ψN ∗ e1 [n1 + 1]| cannot be bounded below. In direct analogy to (45), we instead deduce that

|ψN ∗ e1 [n1]| > 1

2
>

1

2N
. (46)

b3) β1 = 1. Here we have that npT > τp+α and due to (40) it follows that supp (ψN ∗ εγ) = {n1 − (N − 1) , . . . , n1},
and, due to (41), it follows that km = n1 − (N − 1) and kM = n1.

Thus kM > n1, which again yields all of the desired conditions via (42).

Proof of Theorem 1. To show that s̃1 = s1, we observe that,

|ψN ∗ γη [km]| < λh
2N

and |ψN ∗ yη [km]| > λh
2N

,

which implies sign (ψN ∗ yη [km]) = −sign (ψN ∗ εγ [km]), and due to (40)

sign (ψN ∗ yη [km]) = −s1.sign
(
β1∆N−1 [km − n1] + (1− β1) ∆N−1 [km − n1 − 1]

)
. (47)

Thus we can compute s1 by dividing the left hand side by the second factor on the right-hand side of (47), which we derive

in the following for each particular case.

a) kM − km = N . Here the facts that km = n1 − (N − 1) and ñ1 = n1 are direct byproducts of the proof of Lemma 3.

Consequently, ∆N−1 [km − n1 − 1] = 0 and s1 = s̃1 follows from (47) given that ∆N−1 [−N + 1] = 1. By (12-14) the

first case of the definition of β1 in (39) takes effect and one has that τ1 = n1T + αβ1. Hence,

|τ̃1 − τ1| = α

∣∣∣∣β1 −
(−1)N−1ψN ∗ yη [n1] + 2λhs1

2λhs1

∣∣∣∣ .
The expression of β1 is derived from (7,40), which yields

|τ̃1 − τ1| =
α |ψN ∗ γη [n1]|

2λhN
,

which according to (9) proves (18).

b) kM−km = N−1. Similarly to part a), Equations (19) and (20) are direct byproducts of the proof of Lemma 3. To show that

s̃1 = s1, we recall from Lemma 3 that one has either km = n1−N+1⇒ β1 ∈ [0, 1] or km = n1−N+2⇒ β1 ∈
[
0, 1

2N

)
.

We evaluate (47) for each case, where ∆N−1 [−N ] = 0, ∆N−1 [−N + 1] = 1, and ∆N−1 [−N + 2] = − (N − 1), which

yields (16).

Proof of Proposition 1. Given K samples, the error satisfies

MSE (γ̃, γ) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(ε̃γ [k]− εγ [k])
2

=
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
P∑
p=1

spEp (kT )

)2

(48)
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where Ep (t) = ε
τ̃p
0 (t)− ετp0 (t) and ετ

∗

0 (t) = ε0 (t− τ∗), ∀τ∗ ∈ R, so Ep(t) = 0 for all t /∈ A, where

A = (min {τp, τ̃p} ,max {τp + α, τ̃p + α})

is a set including both transient regions. As Theorem 1 yields that the two elements in each pair (τ̃p, τp) are relatively close,

this implies that many of the terms in (48) are 0. Specifically, we will show that Ep (kT ) = 0,∀k 6= np. There are two cases

a) kpM − kpm = N . Then due to Theorem 1, we have that τ̃p ∈
[
τp − α

4N2 , τp + α
4N2

]
. Observe that it follows from (12,13)

that npT ∈ [τp, τp + α[. Furthermore,

T > α+
α

4N2
, (np − 1)T 6 τp −

α

4N2
and (np + 1)T > τp + α+ α

4N2 ,

so npT is the only sampling time in A. It follows that

(Ep (npT ))
2

=

(
2λh

[
npT − τ̃p

α
− npT − τp

α

])2

= 4λ2
h

(τ̃p − τp)2

α2
6

λ2
h

4N4
. (49)

b) kpM − kpm = N − 1⇒ τ̃p = ñpT . We have two cases

b1) npT ∈
[
τp, τp + α

2N

)
⇒ τ̃p = npT , which directly implies that kT /∈ A for k 6= n1. Furthermore, in analogy

to (49), we obtain that

(Ep (npT ))
2

=

(
2λh

[
0− npT − τp

α

])2

6
λ2
h

N2
. (50)

b2) npT ∈
(
τp + α− α

2N , τp + T
)
⇒ τ̃p = (np − 1)T ∈

(
τp + α− α

2N − T, τp
)
, which again implies that npT

is the only sampling time in A. Noting that the range of τ̃p implies that ετ̃p0 = 2λh, we observe that

(Ep (npT ))
2

=
(
2λh − ε

τp
0 (npT )

)2
. (51)

Now 2λh > ε
τp
0 (npT ) > ε

τp
0

(
τp + α− α

2N

)
= ε0

(
α− α

2N

)
= 2λh

(
1− 1

2N

)
yields that,

2λh − ε
τp
0 (npT ) ∈

[
0,
λh
N

]
⇒ (Ep (npT ))

2 6
λ2
h

N2
.

Then, the only potentially non-zero terms in (48) are for k = np∗ and p = p∗ for p∗ = 1, . . . , P , which amounts to

MSE (γ̃, γ) =
1

K

P∑
p∗=1

(
sp∗Ep∗ (np∗T )

2
)

6
P

K
max Ep∗ (np∗T )

2 6
P

K
· λ

2
h

N2
.

The value of P can be further bounded if we consider that the minimum distance between two analog folding times satisfies

(3). Therefore, P is bounded by P 6 (KTΩg∞/h
∗) + 1 which completes the proof.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a computational sensing approach for single-shot high dynamic range (HDR) signal

reconstruction, which allows to compensate imprecise hardware by sophisticated algorithms that can account for the model

mismatch in hardware implementations. To this end we introduce an end-to-end pipeline consisting of a generalized modulo

encoding model, a theoretically guaranteed reconstruction method and an associated hardware prototype. The pipeline leverages

the concept of hysteresis, caused by the misalignment of the reset threshold and post-reset value, in several unique ways. In

modeling, hysteresis allows the representation of real data generated by circuits with reduced calibration. Instead of being

detrimental on the recovery front, surprisingly, hysteresis enables introducing recovery guarantees for the generalized model
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in the noiseless and noisy scenarios. A hardware prototype with off-the-shelf components demonstrates the effect of hysteresis

and is used as a testbed for experimental demonstration. Specifically, in experiments we report reconstruction of signals that

are 28 times larger than the ADC threshold. Owing to the co-design approach that involves both hardware and algorithms, our

work raises a number of interesting questions for future discussion.

A. Future Work

1) A direct next step in our research is to consider wider classes of signals (beyond the bandlimited input model). This

motivates the study of optimal filter design and new reconstruction algorithms specifically tailored for particular signal

classes.

2) The methodology is currently assuming that the sampling period is larger than the folding transient time T > α. Transient

times observed experimentally are very small, so this is not a restriction in practice. However, the benefits outlined in this

paper motivates the design and analysis of artificially longer transient times to further extend the proposed methodology.

Having several samples in the transient period would likely provide more accurate reconstructions.

3) Currently our assumption is that there is a sampling time between any two subsequent folds. However, given that the

number of samples between folds is quite variable, this can be extended to the case where the number of folds is at most

equal to the number of samples, leading to further reduced recovery conditions.
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